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Initial Consonant Clusters 
A word or syllable can begin with a vowel sound, a consonant sound,             
or a combination of consonant sounds, called a “consonant cluster.”              
In a consonant cluster, two or three consonants are pronounced                

together—without vowel sounds between any of them.  
 Only some consonants can form clusters. The sounds are always in the same order.                

In the boxes below, the clusters are numbered according to the first consonant.   
 Most clusters have two consonant sounds, but a few with /s/have three.                  

There’s no additional vowel sound before the /s/ or between any of the sounds.  
 When voiced and voiceless consonants are together in a cluster, the voicing is weak.  
 Most clusters are spelled by two or more consonant letters, but a few two-sound                

clusters /py, kw, ky, hy/ are spelled by one letter before the vowel u.    

Read aloud the sounds of each Consonant Cluster and its word 
examples. Notice the letters that can spell the sounds.   

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

spr as in 

Spring 
Sprague 

st as in   
stubborn  

students 

str as in   
strong  

strangers 

sk as in skinny 
Scandinavian 

scholars 

skr or  skw as in  

screwy   square 
dancers 

Spelling (Letters) sp st str sc(h), sk scr, squ 

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

1.  bl as in      
bleached  

blonds 

br as in 
brave  

Brazilians 

2. pl as in                  
pleasant 
players 

pr as in                  
proud 

priests 

3. dr as in  
drunk              

drivers 

Spelling (Letters) bl br pl pr dr 

py as in                  
pure 

Puritans 

pu 
Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

4.  tr as in      
trained  

troops 

5.  gl as in      
the  glorious  

Gleasons 

gr as in        
a  great  

grandson 

6.  kl as in      
the  klutzy  

Chloe  Clark 

kr as in  

crazy  Chris              
Kringle 

Spelling (Letters) tr gl gr c(h)l, kl c(h)r, kr  
Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

kw as in  
quiet 

Quakers 

ky as in  
curious 

Cubans  

8.  fl as in  
flexible Floyd 

Flores 

 fr as in  
a  French 

friend 

10.  Tr 
as in  

three    

12.  sp as 
in Spanish 
speakers 

Spelling (Letters) qu cu fl fr, phr thr sp 

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples 

sv or  sf as 

in  Svengali;  
the  Sphinx 

sm as  
in  the 

Smiths   

sn as in 

sneaky  

snobs 

sw as 
 in the 

Swiss  

22.  hy as 

Hugh; 
humans  

Spelling (Letters) sv, sph sm sn sw hu 

14.  Sr as in   
the   shrewd   
Schroeder 

shr, Schr 



111 P ART THREE: Talk About People.  
7. Initial Consonant Sounds (Identify People) 

1. bl, br  
2. pl, pr, py 

 3. dr   4. tr  
10. Tr  

6. kl, kr,  
kw, ky 

5. gl, gr 
8. fl, fr 

the    Bl ues 

____others                    
 
 
 

____inkers  or  

____unk  ____ivers?  
                          

  c ute, ____urious 
_____owns—

____azy  or 
_____ever? 

the  “_____eat One” 

= Jackie  ____eason 

   Pl ato  and  ____uto Donald  ____ump— 
___ifty  or  

___eatened?  

   Kr is  ____ingle = 
Santa  ____aus  

the  ____oomy  

Brothers   ____imm    

Elvis  ____esley  and                

the  ____esident 
____amps;               
____ick-or- 

____eaters                  
 

      

a   _____een; 
_____intuplets 

_____ed  

_____intstone 

____uny    ____upils;  
___etty,   ___ure   

____incesses  

____ee  _____iplets  _____uban 
_____akers 

____ancisco 
____anco 

 Names & Classifications of People   
 These words for people begin with combinations of consonants.            

On each line, write the letter(s) for one of the consonant clusters          
at the top of that column. Then pronounce the phrases aloud. 
In the brackets of each box, put [S] if the letter combinations you            

wrote all make the same sounds. Put [D] if they make different sounds. 

[  D  ] 

[  S  ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 
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12. sp, spr,  
st, str 

12. sk, skr,  
skw 

12. sm, sn,  
14. Sl, Sm, Sr 

12. sv, sf, 
sw   22. hy 

____even  
____ielberg 

_____andinavian   

_____iers 

_____idt; ____its;  
____ith 

____engali  and   the 
_____inx 

the   _____ange   Jerry 

_____inger 

a   _____ewed-up  

____ooge; 
_____anto; 

 _____oopy and  
_____oeder, by  

Charles  Schulz  

Hillary  ____ank; 

Patrick  ____ayze 

   

the   _____ong   
Meryl  _____eep  

SpongeBob 
   Squ arePants, 

___eamish  and  
____irmy  

the  _____art  Dr. 
Laura  _____essinger 

John  ____uston; 
Anjelica  ____uston 

Name & Classify People   
 Talk about some of the people on pages 111 to 112. For example:  

Sounds with /s/ SPEAKER 1: Who’s Steven Spielberg? SPEAKER 2: He’s an American film director.  
SPEAKER 1: Is Meryl Streep ever in his movies? How about Jimmy Smits or Will Smith?  

M. Streep, actress 

S. Spielberg, director 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[  D  ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[  S  ] 

E. Scrooge, 
misanthrope 

J. Smits & W. 
Smith, actors  

Snoopy & 
Schroeder, 
“Peanuts”  

H. Swank & P. Swayze, actors 

the Hustons, father and daughter 

Challenge Activity—Name and Classify People:  
   Talk (tell information) about one of the people or groupings on  pages 111 to 112,      

but don’t say his or her name or their names.  Can your listeners identify the person or 
people?  The first participant to do so takes the next turn:  he or she talks about a 

different person or grouping, and his or her  listeners try to identify him, her, or them.  

 Continue this activity  with other people in Part Three-7.  Then tell  (give “clues”)                     
about other famous and/or ordinary people that listeners may be able to identify.  

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

J. Springer, 

 “trash TV” host 


